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It says that the software needs gps drive... When I try to run IGO (produt id:21) on NAVIGON 4350
MAX, I got: "Unable to install the application. The software needs to be downloaded." I downloaded
this file: I put on my NAVIGON, the com ports and all the cables, and when I start IGO, it goes to

"Cargando software" and nothing else happens. When I try to load NAVIGON, I get the error
"Unable to find the serial number or pass word". I've been trying this for more than 2 hours and I
don't know what to do. That's where I'm at, I've found the NAVIGON's manuals for the MS-DOS

version on the ISP site, but I don't know where I can find the port numbers on the case of the
NAVIGON, can you help me please? De 10, 2013 dennis_winn AN: 1. Check the port settings on

your NAVIGON 2. Start IGO in DOS mode "%CD%\IGO.exe -i d:\gps-driver\IGO.ini" You can try
this first, then if you have problems try the other suggestion. I will check the NAVIGON and see if

you need to use a different driver. Your exact problem does not relate to GPS for sure. I tested a
NAVIGON with GPS and got the same result. Next I checked the same navi and used the serialport
driver. The card used the driver, GPS worked ok. The reason I asked was that I suspected it might

be a possible software problem. I will get on my mobile to find your driver if it is on the ISP site. De
21, 2013 pankaj Hi, Here is the software version I installed on the NAVIGON 4350 MAX:

Navigator USB Version:I-PCS-102780-V4 I've tried to download the NAVIGON software to a usb
device and still, when I try to run the program, it says
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December 15, 2014 - I downloaded Igo 8 and I don't see an .EXE file with which to link my
navigation icon. I'm fooling around with other shareware/freeware. Maybe it's different in your
world of navigation software. Maybe just the opposite. It does not matter. In any case, how can you
make sense of this application, or anything else, if you don't have an .EXE file? And I can't check if
your .EXE file works just by checking it through Explorer. It may not matter to me, but it matters to
you. So I think you can benefit from it. fffad4f19a
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